GOALS FOR 2019 (A REMINDER)

**OAI CODE**
Increase coverage for important 3GPP features and improve robustness of OAI code

**COLLABORATION**
Evangelize OAI adoption at standardization bodies, new alliances in testing, deploying, commercial efforts

**SUPPORT**
Increase Alliance's capacity for support to community in successful deployment of its OAI-based projects
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We understand the change

OPEN SOURCE TO ACCELERATE INNOVATION

We believe that open source allows rapid prototyping, support for standardization, and testing.

For Telecoms, fast-paced innovation will be needed as new services are rolled out with 5G and new markets are developed.
ALLIANCE'S VISION

Facilitate OAI adoption

by providing usable, clean and stable code with tested and documented feature-set
CHINESE CONTRIBUTION NEEDS TO GROW

OAI strategy
Contribute to OAI code
Productization, O-RAN contribution
Understand the change and join to contribute to the greatest and the fastest growing open source 5G assets in the world